Abstract: A variant of the method of pseudolinear equations, an iterative method of solving quasilinear partial differential equations, is described for quasilinear elliptic boundary-value problems of the type -[pl(ux)]x-[p2(u.x)]y =f on a bounded simply connected two-dimensional domain D. A theorem on local convergence in 2,x.
Introduction
In [4, 5] , an iterative method, which we here call the method of pseudolinear equations, for solving quasilinear elliptic boundary-value problems was proposed. The main objective of the present paper is to investigate the local convergence of a variant of this method that has constant coefficients and to compare this local convergence numerically with the local convergence of three other methods for solving quasilinear elliptic boundary-value problems, namely, Newton's method, the Ka~anov method and the method of successive approximations.
We mention in passing that the method of pseudolinear equations has been adapted to solving quasilinear hyperbolic initial-boundary-value problems [6] .
All quantities in this paper are real and scalar-valued. We begin with a brief description of the concept of conjugate quasilinear Dirichlet and Neumann problems, on which the method of pseudolinear equations is based.
Conjugate quasilinear problems
Throughout this paper, we consider as our basic problem the Dirichlet problem of finding U in some function space such that Remark 2.1. The conjugate Neumann problem defined here differs from the conjugate Neumann problems defined in [4, 5] only in notation. This difference in notation is due to the fact that the Pi of [4, 5] hold (cf. [4, 5] ). The proof of this assertion consists in defining V from U by (2.5a) and (2.4c) and using (2.5b) to show that the V thus defined satisfies (2.4a) and (2.4b).
The method of pseudolinear equations
The method of pseudolinear equations is based on relations (2.5). The variant of this method with constant coefficients can be introduced as follows. Let positive constants q and t) be given. From (2.5a) and (2.4c), it is clear that U and V satisfy the equality Let there now be given an approximate solution u tk) of problem (2.1). We can calculate an approximate solution v tk) of the conjugate quasilinear Neumann problem (2.4) from u ~k) by solving the following linear Neumann problem consisting of analogues of equalities (3.1): starting from a given u (°) satisfying boundary condition (3.4b) (k + 1 = 0). Sufficient conditions that the iterates u tk) and v ¢k) of sequence (3.5) converge globally in the energy spaces to the solutions U and V of the quasilinear problems (2.1) and (2.4), respectively, are given in [4, 5] . In the next section, we investigate the local convergence of the u ~k~ and the v tk~ in C2"X(D).
Local convergence of the method of pseudolinear equations
The theorem presented below for the variant of the method of pseudolinear equations with constant coefficients is indicative of the type of local convergence results that can be obtained for the method of pseudolinear equations in general. In the theorem, we will use the following elementary lemma. Proof. The idea of the proof is to show that the arguments of the p/and the p~ in (3.3) and (3.4) remain within the intervals [-Au, Au] and [-Av, A,] for all k and that, when this is the case, the mapping of u (k) into u (k+l) and the mapping of v (k) into v (k+l) are contraction mappings in (7, and Cv, respectively. In what follows, we will use inequalities (1.11) and (3. for some constants c a and %. Subtracting (3.3) from the equalities (3.3) in which k is replaced by k -1, subtracting (3.4) from the equalities (3.4) in which k is replaced by k -1 and using the above-mentioned inequalities of [3] , we obtain that there exist constants c 5 and c6 such that IIv ~-v~k-'ll < csIlu ~k~-utk-~ll, (4.5a) Ilu ~k+'-u~ll < c611v t~-v~-a~ll. 
(1 -c5c6)
(4.7b)
Having made the terms 'sufficiently small' and 'sufficiently large' precise in (4.6) and (4.7), we proceed to carrying out the proof of the theorem. Inequalities (4.3)-(4.7) imply that k Ilu~k)llc,,t~>, Ilu~k)llc,,t~)< Ilutk)ll < Ilut°)ll + ~ II u")-ut'-l~ll < An, That the solutions U and V of problems (3.1) and (3.2) thus obtained are also solutions of problems (2.1) and (2.4) can be shown as follows. Equalities (3.1) imply that U and V satisfy the variational equality The necessary and sufficient condition that such an h, unique up to an arbitrary additive constant, exist is (hx)y = (hy)x , which holds by (3.2a). The integrand of (4.9) with the h of (4.10) consists of the two summands
ffo[o(v -fl-P2(Uy))h x +(Vy + a + pl(Ux))hy]dD=O

~(V~-fl-P2(Uy))(~,(vx-a)-ur), q(Vy+a+P~(U~))(~2(Vy+a)+U~).
Since both summands are, by Lemma 4.1, nonnegative and their sum is, by (4.9), identically zero, each of them must be identically zero, that is, (2.5a) (and, therefore, also (2.5b)) must hold.
Equalities (2.5) imply that U and V are solutions of the quasilinear problems (2.1) and (2.4). That the solutions of problems (2.1) and (2.4) are unique in C, x C~ is again a consequence of (2. 
Three other methods
Since we are interested mainly in solving problem (2.1) and not directly in solving the conjugate quasilinear problem (2.4), we describe here Newton's method, the Ka~anov method and the method of successive approximations as applied to solving problem (2.1) only.
Newton's method (cf. The next approximation u ~k÷~) of U is calculated by
The Ka~anov method [1] can be described functions r~ such that
as follows. Finally, we describe a variant of the method of successive approximations [7] that has constant coefficients. Let ql and q2 be positive constants. From a given approximation u (k) of U, calculate the solution w of the linear Dirichlet problem The next approximation u (k+l) of U is then calculated by (5.2).
in D and
From a given approximation u (k) of U, we calculate the next approximation u (k+ a) by solving the linear problem
The numerical experiraents and results
Theorem 4.2 of this paper and local convergence theorems for the three methods described in the preceding section contain sharp qualitative results but do not permit precise quantitative comparison of the four methods. The numerical results presented in this section, which give some idea of the behavior of the methods, fill this gap.
In all of the numerical experiments, D was taken to be the square (0,1)x(0,1). On D, a uniform mesh of (n + 1) 2 points with mesh length h = 1/n in both directions was placed. Problems Four computer programs for constructing and solving these linear systems of equations were written by the author while at the Computing Center of the Siberian Branch of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR in Novosibirsk. The numerical results presented below were obtained on a BESM-6 at this center.
The linear systems of equations were solved by system subroutines CHODET and CnOSOL (for symmetric systems) and BADET1 and BASOL1 (for unsymmetric systems) for the band Cholesky method. These subroutines are FORTRAN versions of the ALOOL procedures chobanddet, chobandsol, bandetl and bansoll of Wilkinson and Reinsch [8] . In all experiments, the values 
fl(x,y)---O, (x,y)~D.
The values of the functions Pi for problem (3.4) were calculated by Newton's method for scalar-valued functions of one real variable. The initial iterate for calculating p,(z) was Z and the calculations were carried out until the difference between two successive iterates was ~< 10 -8. The Cardano formula, by which the P~ can be explicitly expressed, was not used because it is much slower than Newton's method. Selected numerical results are presented in Tables 1-5 . In each box in these tables, the following data are given:
(1) the last iterate v tk) or u tk÷l) computed; (2) The CPU time quantified in units of 0.02 sec, inclusive of time for printing certain parameters; (3) an appropriate word or phrase describing the behavior of the iterates -'converges' (inequality (6.1a) or (6.1b) is satisfied), 'diverges' (inequality (6.1c) or (6.1d)) or 'it. limit' ('iterations reached limit', equality (6.1e)).
In Tables 1 and 2 , no results for the KaEanov method are given because the function f of these tables is identically zero. This implies that the Ka~anov method converges to the exact solution U, which is also identically zero, on the first iteration. This situation is, however, not typical for the method.
The following tendencies can be noted in the data in Tables 1-4 . Newton's method converges for stronger nonlinearities, that is, for larger c~ and c, than do the other three methods. Next best is the KaEanov method, then the method of pseudolinear equations and last the method of successive approximations, which converges only for relatively weak nonlinearities. As regards computing time, the situation is as follows. The method of successive approximations takes far less CPU time than does any of the other three methods. For those entries of Tables 1 and 2 for which all three methods converge and those entries of Tables 3 and 4 for which all four methods converge, the method of pseudolinear equations takes on the average 3.6 times as much CPU time as does the method of successive approximations and Newton's method takes 4.7 times as much. For those entries of Tables 3 and 4 for which all four methods converge, the KaEanov method takes on the average 5.2 times as much CPU time as the method of successive approximations.
That the method of successive approximations and the method of pseudolinear equations are faster than Newton's method and the Ka~anov method is due in part to the fact that for them only the fight-hand side of the linear system of equations need be recalculated on each iteration. The extra work of creating and decomposing a new matrix on each iteration slows down Newton's method and the Ka~anov method. We see, therefore, that the fact that Newton's method has quadratic convergence, while the method of successive approximations and the method of pseudolinear equations have only linear convergence, does not imply that it converges faster than these two methods. That the Ka~anov method is the slowest of all the methods is due in part to the fact that for it the matrix must be created and decomposed on each iteration, while the method has an indeterminate theoretical rate of convergence. The data in Table 5 , which treats the same equation as Table 4 , show the influence of the parameters of the method of successive approximations and the method of pseudolinear equations. The optimal q2 is 1.5 and the optimal q, ~ are 0.9, which result in 64% and 13% reductions in CPU time respectively, vs. q2 = 1 and q = ~ = 1. While the computing times for widely Table 2 Numerical results forf = 0, u(°)(x,y) = c cos(nlrx) cos(n~y). In Table 6 are shown the storage requirements in words of 50 bits, including system subroutines CHODET and CHOSOL or BADET1 and BASOL1, and the compilation times of the four computer programs. The reason that the program for the method of pseudolinear equations takes more storage and compilation time than do the programs for the other three methods is that in it both Dirichlet and Neumann problems must be treated. Since the program was considered to be experimental, the logic was written in the most straightforward way, that is, separate for the Dirichlet problems and the Neumann problems. Storage requirements and compilation time for this program could have been reduced by combining a good part of the logic for these two types of problems.
The results presented in this section indicate that the method of pseudolinear equations strikes a compromise between how strong the nonlinearities for which the method converges can be and Table 3 Numerical results for f( x, y ) = c cos( n'nx ) cos( n ~y ). u (o) = 0 C 136.12 sec it. limit /) (2) 22.22 sec diverges Table 4 Numerical In terms of overall applicability, the method of pseudolinear equations has one practical advantage over Newton's method that has not been emphasized above. The functions p~ are 
